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What is the Trans-Atlantic & Pacific Project (TAPP)? 
● A “network of partners” 

worldwide 
● Connects instructors & students 

located in different countries 
● Provides an opportunity for 

students to practice collaboration 
and intercultural communication 
by completing a project with a 
transnational partner   

● Started in 1999 by Professors 
Bruce Maylath (NDSU) & Sonia 
Vandepitte (Ghent University, 
Belgium)

https://www.ndsu.edu/english/transatlantic_and_pacific_translations/

https://www.ndsu.edu/english/transatlantic_and_pacific_translations/


The TAPP’s aim 

“To share insights into collaborative writing across borders and cultures, and, in 
the course of this work, to gain knowledge of others’ cultural bases” 

-NDSU TAPP home page

https://www.ndsu.edu/english/transatlantic_and_pacific_translations/


Overview of TAPP collaboration

● TAPP partner instructor: Dr. Barbara Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk
● TAPP partner university: State University of Applied Sciences, Konin 

(Poland)
● US-based students: undergraduate students (BS/BA)
● Poland-based students: graduate students (MA)
● Activity: Peer review



Student Tasks

UMN UHD
Semester Spring 2020 Fall 2021

Tasks Job package (cover letter, 
resume, online presence, 
reflective memo)

Recommendation report

Common 
Tasks

· Pre-learning report
· Post-learning report

· Pre-learning report
· Post-learning report

Technologies Email, Google Docs, Word, 
video call

Email, Google Docs, Word



Student Tasks Timeline

Week 
#

Tasks

1 · Fill out pre-collaboration worksheets (i.e. Pre-Learning report), introducing themselves to each other
· Start working on their job packages or recommendation reports

2 · Finish job packages and recommendation reports
· Send their work to their partners

3 · Feedback/peer review
4 · Revise (including additional meetings between partners to go over feedback) based on feedback

· Submit revisions to instructors
5 · Complete post-collaboration worksheet (i.e. Post-Learning Report)



Collaborative Planning - Instructors’ Side

● Discuss main assignment for TAPP collaboration
● Discuss additional TAPP-specific assignments
● Determine schedule
● Determine grading
● Plan the pairing of students



Collaboration - Students’ Planning

● Negotiate collaboration deadlines
● Negotiate tools to use (writing, peer review, communication)
● Find ways to deal with conflict (e.g. no participation)
● Be willing to engage in collaboration



General challenges with TAPP

● Peer feedback
○ Preparing students: Previous in-class peer feedback

● Tools used for feedback
○ Google docs, Word documents (sometimes with Track Changes), Email 

● Project management: Plan work around deadlines 
● Conflict resolution: Find ways to deal with conflict 
● Willingness to collaborate



Challenges due to COVID-19

Spring 2020 Fall 2021

● Change to online classroom 
environment

● Ongoing online classes

● Move to off-campus; limited 
resources

● Back to campus but limited 
resources

● Emotional strain: Fear of the 
pandemic; stress of sickness in 
family

● Extended emotional strain: 
Exhaustion from duration of 
pandemic; stress of sickness in 
family

● Financial strain ● Continued financial strain



Recommendations for TAPP during crisis

1. Encourage use of institutional resources for mental health
2. Encourage use of institutional and governmental resources for financial help
3. Provide support & training for online learning to students 
4. Reflections on emotions: “How did you feel about this collaboration?”
5. Give students ample time for TAPP collaboration - more flexible deadlines
6. Emphasize the cultural and human connections TAPP can foster



Limitations and future research directions

Limitations:

● Focus on different universities in different states in the US
● Limited to instructor observations and informal conversations with students

Future research directions:

● Student surveys and interviews about their experiences of TAPP during a 
period of crisis

● Survey on instructors engaging in TAPP during a period of crisis
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